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ABSTRACT
Land use demands of tourism and residential development drive the spread of leisure infrastructure and new urban landscapes in the Mediterranean. In particular along the coasts, golf courses,
irrigated landscaping and swimming pools are becoming characteristic features of already densely
populated locations that are among the areas with the greatest water deficits. Against this background, the present paper assesses the potential of different high-resolution imagery in combination with innovative image analysis techniques for an automated, targeted mapping of waterrelated urban features. The mapping task is conducted with WorldView-2, IKONOS and airborne
imagery in three different urban study areas in Spain and Greece. Object-based feature extraction
and the Random Forests algorithm are applied to the classification problem of separating turf
grass, swimming pools, other vegetation and non-vegetated areas. The classifier performance is
evaluated against susceptibility to reduced training set size and high-dimensional features spaces,
variations in the training set (stability of results), varying feature subspaces, and the inclusion of
uncertain – hence potentially mislabelled – pixels in the model calibration stage. The results indicate that best discrimination can be obtained if complementing the standard spectral feature space
by object features from multi-scale segmentation. Furthermore, it is confirmed that Random Forests can handle high-dimensional feature spaces with large amounts of potentially redundant or
irrelevant features. Comparing the results across image sources and study areas reveals different
quality levels, but indicates that water-related urban landscape elements can be mapped, if the
remote sensing imagery meets several requirements such as very high spatial resolution.
INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY
Remote sensing enables measuring, mapping and modelling of urban environments in order to
understand complex spatial patterns and dynamics and to support sustainable urban development.
(1). However, the spatial and spectral heterogeneity of urban areas poses challenges to many remote sensing applications (2). While several publications reported on the requirements for sensors
and image processing for mapping urban environments (3,4), this paper further focuses on urban
remote sensing towards a targeted mapping approach, designed for water consumption studies in
Mediterranean urban coastal areas. The main objective of the paper is the elaboration and testing
of image analysis methods. By gearing image analysis towards research questions from urban
studies, the paper moves beyond measuring and monitoring of physical properties of urban areas
and looks into image analysis for the extraction of the relevant urban features for a specific set of
environmental issues outlined in the following paragraphs.
Geocomputation and remote sensing challenges addressed in the paper
For some time now, technological developments of spaceborne systems have led to new application ranges which enable a much more detailed look into the urban environment. Today’s high resolution satellite sensors offer alternatives to airborne products which traditionally have been the
source for detailed urban applications (5). In this paper, we conduct the mapping task for different
study areas and with different spaceborne (WorldView-2 and IKONOS) and airborne (digital RGB,
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40 cm GSD) remote sensing images in order to report on mapping accuracies obtained in these
different settings and to discuss the case specific factors, like seasonality or spatial and spectral
resolution.
Urban areas with their vertical structures, non-horizontal surfaces and a large range of surface
materials are challenging to remote sensing and require innovative image analysis in order to obtain reliable results. In this paper, we test the performance of the Random Forests (RF) machine
learning technique (6) and the value of object-based feature extraction (7) to generate spatial descriptors complementing conventional per-pixel spectral classification. We suggest to access object features on pixel level, because objects as sampling and processing units are of non-uniform
size and thereby complicate the acquisition of accurate and unbiased data samples for the calibration and adequate testing of classification. Within this pixel level sampling and processing framework, it is investigated whether per-pixel spectral values and object features can be jointly used in
the predictor space in order to increase mapping accuracy. For this purpose, the performance of
joint feature sets is compared against feature sets containing exclusively either the object or the
spectral per-pixel feature descriptors. Furthermore, it is examined how RF respond to varying
amounts of training data and high dimensionality, the latter resulting from the manifold possibilities
of extracting object-based features (e.g. spectral mean, variance, minima, textures or geometries
and context) on multiple segmentation scales.
Urban leisure landscapes are privately owned to a large extent and therefore hardly accessible for
comprehensive in-field data collection. At the same time, appropriate official data are usually not
available. This places additional demands on the remote sensing data which preferably should
enable the analyst to collect reference data by visually interpreting directly from the image. However, information extraction from remote sensing data is affected by various sources of uncertainty,
ranging from noisy and technically limited sensor measurement, degrading processing for signal
storage and data transfer and ambiguous feature extraction to inherently vague concepts of classes (8). Therefore, this paper also assesses how uncertainty limits the reference data collection in
the different image data and study sites at hand and how uncertainty influences map accuracy estimates.
As an application, this paper presents targeted mapping of high-resolution imagery to derive environmental information for research on water consumption patterns in urban areas. The next section
outlines the changing geographies of water consumption in urban-tourist areas in the Mediterranean to outline the requirements for image processing that delivers data which are fit for the purpose.
Subsequently, the methodological approach of targeted mapping (9) and its application are illustrated in three different study areas with four types of imagery. Finally, the results are discussed
and a brief outlook on follow-up research is given.
Current urbanisation trends and environmental information of interest in new Mediterranean
urban landscapes
In order to put the potential contribution of image analysis methods elaborated and tested in this
paper into a wider geographical research perspective, it is instructive to outline the issue of changing water consumption trends in the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean is one of the regions that
are most affected by global climate change. An increase in environmental conflicts and growing
competition for already scarce water resources are expected, with negative implications towards
current and future sustainability (10). This development is exacerbated by accelerated expansion
of urban and tourist areas, in particular in Mediterranean coastal zones. Land cover change detected from comparison of CORINE Land Cover data for 1990 and 2000 showed that already highly populated coastal strips were hot spots of urban sprawl and fragmentation (11). To the extent
that low density urban areas are gaining ground in the Mediterranean, a substantial increase in
water consumption for outdoor uses can be expected (12,13).
Water consumption and water-related land use patterns
The interconnection of water balance, water policy and socio-economic aspects under the process
of suburbanisation and urban sprawl has been studied at different places around the world
(12,13,14,15). Research that has explicitly accounted for urban form and the interrelatedness of
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land use and water consumption patterns in the Mediterranean has revealed that water consumption in the domestic urban sector is positively correlated with water-intensive urban features. Gardens and swimming pools are the main water-demanding outdoor features driving the recent increase in water consumption levels. Water consumed annually by the garden reaches 30% of the
total water consumed in the household and can attain 50% during the summer season (16,17).
While Mathieu et al. (18) have shown that object-oriented analysis of IKONOS satellite imagery
identifies >90% of gardens from other land covers in an urban area in New Zealand, the present
approach moves beyond this objective and targets for a separation of grass-dominant versus
shrub/tree dominant garden covers. This is because the general observation is that the higher the
proportion of turf grass and the lower the proportion of shrubs and trees, the higher the irrigation
and water demand (14,16). Next to gardens, the targeted mapping automatically extracts swimming pools that are considered to be the second most problematic outdoor uses in water consumption studies. At more than 1 million swimming pools in 2008, Spain ranks second (after France) in
the number of swimming pools in Europe and 30,000 pools were built annually before the current
real estate crisis. To add a swimming pool to the home represents an increase of 155 litres per day
in water consumption (19). Operational water consumption assessment studies over a range of
urban forms ultimately depend on automated mapping of the relevant features in urban environments. To this end, the present approach is geared towards a targeted mapping workflow applicable to different kinds of image data to map the number and area of swimming pools, the extent,
distribution, density and design of urban green spaces (here: gardens) as features of interest to
address environmental implications of new urban landscapes. This is a typical example of research
context in which applying remote sensing to tackle urban problems is deemed useful and important.
The study areas described in the following section were selected as representative case study areas, where the urbanisation processes described above have transformed the urban model. Moreover, the study areas represent the proliferation of gardens, swimming pools and golf courses as
residential resort features.
Summarizing, the main objective of this paper is to develop and test methods for the automated
mapping of Mediterranean urban landscape elements with relevance to water consumption studies, using different high resolution remote sensing imagery. For this purpose, the experiments are
set up in order to:
 assess object features on pixel level for an integrative approach which combines the pixel
and object domains and simplifies the statistically reliable implementation of machine learning



test the RF classifier and its response to varying training set size, dimensionality, feature
sets and noisy/uncertain reference data
discuss mapping accuracies with regard to sensor- and scene-specific properties of different remote sensing imagery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study areas
Low density urban coastal areas and their land use patterns are compared across the Mediterranean. Nova Santa Ponsa is located in the southwest of Mallorca Island and belongs to Calvià municipality, one of the major Mediterranean tourist resorts with an internationally acclaimed Local
Agenda 21 and sustainable development as its overarching policy objective. Nova Santa Ponsa is
a sub-municipal low density residential tourism area where 88% of the parcels are used by single
residential houses, 60% of them are used as second homes (17). San Roque municipality is located in Cádiz province in the autonomous region of Andalusia. Like Nova Santa Ponsa, San Roque
is a high-quality tourist destination and residential area, offering access to nearby golf courses,
marinas and beaches. The actual study area is the sub-municipal district of Sotogrande, which is
promoted as an unusual Spanish experience due to its ‘American style’ settlement structure with a
sprawling suburban feel. Characteristic are large properties with single family dwellings and a spa-
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cious, resort-like suburban design. The two Spanish case study areas have experienced accelerated urban development since the early 1990s when the development of a strong private sector
housing market in Spain coincided with a reorientation of the tourism industry towards diversification and provision of high-quality tourist services. Chania is one of the four prefectures on the island of Crete, Greece. Located in the northwest of Crete, Chania prefecture attracts one fifth of the
tourists and ranks second after the prefecture of Iraklion in tourist numbers in Crete Island. Among
the three study areas (cp. Figure 1), Chania represents an urban area which is predominantly
characterized by mass tourist land use and its characteristic dominance and density along a rather
narrow coastal strip. Nova Santa Ponsa is typical of the low density, non-hotel tourist resorts that
have developed next to established mass tourist centres in the vicinity of golf courses. Finally, Sotogrande represents a luxury tourist resort. All three study areas are characterized by Mediterranean climate with dry hot summers and wet and mild winters. The hydrogeological and climatic situation is paired with high water demands by agriculture, the domestic and the tourist sectors. Dependency on groundwater and the increase of demand mainly from agriculture and tourism has
exacerbated a water supply situation which is associated with groundwater overdraft, groundwater
level decline, and water quality deterioration due to saltwater intrusion as a result of excessive
pumping of the aquifers (20,21,22). Agricultural water consumption has been progressively overtaken by tourism and urban uses that have become a sizeable sector of demand. Sustainable water resources management is a major, yet unresolved issue in all three study areas.

Figure 1: From left to right: pansharpened WorldView-2, San Roque (WV-SR); pansharpened
IKONOS, Chania (IK-CH); pansharpened WorldView-2, Santa Ponsa (WV-SP); aerial image, Santa Ponsa (AI-SP).
Imagery
Two WorldView-2 and one IKONOS satellite scenes as well as one digital airborne image are
available for the study. Table 1 lists the specifications of the images and Figure 1 shows ~4ha subsets to get a visual impression of the scenes. In case of the three spaceborne datasets which are
available in panchromatic and multispectral mode, the Hyperspherical Colour Space method (23)
was applied in order to generate pansharpened products. The original panchromatic and multispectral layers were discarded from the analysis. The IKONOS layer stack is only available with
three bands, the near-infrared being missing. For each of the images, subsets are defined which
restrict the actual study area to equally 125ha. This should guarantee comparable results of analy-
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sis steps relying on random data samples. In the following sections, the four analysis-ready datasets are referred to by alias names (first row of Table 1).
Table 1: Remote sensing data.
Dataset alias

"WV-SR"

"IK-CH"

"AI-SP"

Preprocessed product
3-band pansharpened
8-band pansharpened
(analysis-ready)
(VIS)

"WV-SP"
8-band pansharpened

Sensor/platform

World View 2

IKONOS

Airborne (CCD)

World View 2

Study site

San Roque (Sotogrande)

Chania

Santa Ponsa

Santa Ponsa

Bands

8MS+1PAN(VIS-NIR)

4MS+1PAN(VIS-NIR)

3 MS (VIS)

8MS+1PAN(VIS-NIR)

GSD (m)

2(MS)/0.5(PAN)

4(MS)/1(PAN)

0.4

2(MS)/0.5(PAN)

Acquisition date

July 16, 2010

July 16, 2006

March 2002

February 16, 2011

Off-nadir (°)

11.90

13.50

n/a

19.61

Sun elevation (°)

69.92

70.04

n/a

36.41

Catalog ID

1030050005F96700

20060716092555000
00011109985

05MA2231-A

103001000942BC00

Reference data collection
A 4-class scheme is applied for targeted mapping of water-relevant urban features by rigidly decomposing a scene into turf grass (vegetation), non-turf grass (vegetation), swimming pool (nonvegetation) and non-swimming pool (non-vegetation). In each scene, 2,500 reference pixels are
randomly selected and manually assigned to one of the target classes by visually interpreting directly from the image. It has to be noted that obtained reference sets are characterized by imbalanced class distributions with turf grass and especially pools being the minorities, the latter accounting for only 1-2% of the total.
The 4-class scheme assumes pixels to be discrete which neglects the existence of class boundaries at sub-pixel scales, classes which grade into one another, and the uncertainty when visually
interpreting the image. In order to take this into account and to study the influence of uncertain
reference information for the training and testing of classification models, each pixel is also annotated by one of three uncertainty categories which are defined as follows:


UNC0: annotated to pixels which can be assigned exclusively and doubtlessly to one class
(usually pixels within homogeneous image regions).



UNC1: annotated to pixels for which a most appropriate class can be easily identified.
However, assignment is not completely free of doubts.
UNC2: annotated to strongly uncertain pixels. Nevertheless, those cases are assigned to a
class as well by relying on the best guess.



Integration of pixel and object domain
Several studies are published, where authors either compare pixel- and object-based image classification (and regression, respectively) or investigate the benefits of their synergetic use (24,25).
Usually, pixel and object level outputs are obtained in separate systems and afterwards combined
or compared, (e.g., by adding the output of supervised per-pixel classification as categorical layer
to a knowledge-based object-oriented system). However, to our knowledge, the integration of both
domains into one single system is, if at all, only rarely addressed by researchers. In this paper, we
therefore present an integrative approach based on the concept of projecting object-based feature
layers of multiple segmentation scales onto the pixel domain. Within a hierarchical network of image objects (7), in which the pixel objects constitute the elementary units on the lowest level, each
pixel object inherits the object attributes from its corresponding parent objects. Thereby, the spec-
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tral feature vector is concatenated with an object feature vector, resulting in a joint feature space
for possibly improved classification.
Projecting object-based features to the pixel domain entails several advantages when a representative and unbiased sample of the image data is required, as it is often the case in the context
of training, tuning and testing procedures of machine learning applications. One problem concerning objects is that they are of non-uniform size which puts a bias on randomly drawn reference
samples (underestimating large objects) (26). This bias would require normalization of the objects’
size by corresponding priors (e.g. weights or probabilities). Moreover, using objects as primary
reference units assumes the total absence of under-segmentation. Even for fine-scale segmentation levels this is typically not entirely the case. On the contrary, the smallest available image scale,
i.e. the pixel domain, guarantees the absence. Projecting object-based feature layers onto the pixel
domain in order to extend the original n-dimensional matrix of n-band imagery supports the statistically reliable application of machine learning.
Features (Predictor Variables)
Image segmentation provides means to represent the image content on multiple scales which is
particularly suitable for complex landscapes (27). For this study, we used the Multiresolution Segmentation (28), a region-growing procedure which offers a scale parameter to control the object
size by spatial-spectral heterogeneity constraints. For each image, we applied a sequence of systematically incremented scale parameters to generate a five-level segmentation hierarchy. The
applied scale sequences are {10, 20, 40, 80, 160} for the WV-SR, IK-CH and WV-SP application
cases and {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} for the AI-SP application case. The definition of the scale sequences
was guided by a visual check to ensure that the sequence covers the whole span from very fine to
very broad image content representation. The other user-defined parameters of the Multiresolution
Segmentation were kept as default (shape = 0.1 and compactness = 0.5). Moreover, equal input
layer weightings have been maintained, i.e. each layer of the n input bands of n-band imagery has
the same impact on the calculation of the spatial-spectral heterogeneity.
In general, the relationship between segmentation parameters and segmentation result is far from
being obvious (29). Therefore, this approach follows the premise that a large set of uninspected
features is extracted and used for learning a classification model. The set is uninspected, because
the features were not pre-evaluated by the human expert concerning their goodness (usefulness)
for the classification. Moreover, the features were extracted from systematically incremented
scales, which again have not been particularly investigated concerning segmentation quality. The
notion is that decisions about the goodness of segmentations and features – two aspects which
are strongly interdependent – are preferably handed over to the learning machine (here Random
Forests, RF). It is assumed that RF can deal with high-dimensional feature spaces and, furthermore, with redundant variables (multicollinearity) or irrelevant variables which are not correlated
with the target variable (i.e. the thematic classes of interest).
Based on the segmentation levels, various object features were generated. Among them are perobject statistics such as the mean, minimum and standard deviation as well as textures (30), geometries (e.g. the object’s size) and context information (e.g. intensity difference from neighbour
objects). For the empirical experiments, three feature sets are defined in order to assess the use of
object-based features in a pixel level processing environment: The first set (PX) contains the n
standard per-pixel spectral intensity values (of n-band imagery), the second set (OB) contains exclusively the features derived from the five segmentation levels. The number of OB features to be
extracted depends on the number of input bands, as some object-based features such as the
spectral mean value, are calculated per input band. In case of the 8-band data, the total number of
OB features amounts to 167 and in case of the 3-band data to 93. The third set (CO) represents
the integrative approach, as it combines PX and OB. The three feature sets are compared in terms
of classification accuracy.
Random forests
For some time now, RF (6,31) have become increasingly popular in remote sensing research.
Several authors (32,33,34,35) applied RF for land cover classification and report good adaptation
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to high dimensionality and noisy, variant training data. Accuracies are reported to be comparable to
the well-established support vector machines, however cheaper to obtain in terms of parameter
tuning and computation time.
RF are so‐called ensemble learners and predict unknown instances by letting a committee of
de‐correlated decision trees vote for a particular class. De‐correlation is obtained by inducing each
tree on bootstrap samples and, furthermore, by selecting features and thresholds at the tree nodes
from a random feature subset. The resulting weakness of single trees can be overcome by the
ensemble of trees which reduces the generalization error and prevents overfitting (6). The accuracy of RF can be estimated by testing the training instances on those trees for which they have
been left out from the bootstrap sampling. According to Breiman (6), the left out cases are referred
to as out-of-bag data.
RF offer several possibilities to measure the importance of variables. One is based on the concept
of randomly permuting the values of variables at the trees’ nodes. The resulting decrease of classification accuracy then provides a measure of variable importance. A formal description of the permutation-based variable importance measure is given by (36). For the current work, the importance
scores are used in order to rank image features and to create different feature subspaces, which
exclude features beyond a defined rank threshold.
Evaluation criteria
For the estimation of classification accuracies, confusion matrices (37) are calculated based on the
out-of-bag data or, as for the evaluation of the effects of uncertain reference information (see Section Uncertainty in Reference Data), with predefined, separate test sets. In order to compare several confusion matrices resulting from different datasets or series of trials, it is beneficial to have
one global measure that summarizes the matrix, such as overall accuracy and kappa. However,
overall accuracy and kappa are of limited use when assessing highly imbalanced data. Therefore,
we assess classification performances by combining per-class producer and user accuracies to
one single value (mean producer and user accuracy [MPU]) by simply taking the arithmetic mean.
The classification accuracies are assessed regarding a set of criteria which were suggested by
several researchers (38,39,40,41) for the evaluation of machine learning in the field of remote
sensing: dimensionality (number of predictor variables), sample size and stability of results. Even
though the ensemble approach of RF has stabilization effects (31), instability is an issue, bearing in
mind the heterogeneity of urban landscapes and also the extremely unequal class distributions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Uncertainty in reference data
Figure 2 illustrates that there are considerable degrees of uncertainty associated with all four images. Even for high spatial resolution data such as WorldView-2 or 40 cm GSD airborne imagery,
no more than 63 % of the pixels are free of doubt when visually interpreted according to the 4-class
scheme. Worst results were obtained for the WV-SP and the IK-CH datasets. WV-SP significantly
suffers from unfavourable conditions when the image was taken (off-nadir, sun elevation; cp. to
Table 1) and from the hilly terrain of Santa Ponsa. For IK-CH, the high degree of uncertainty is
mainly due to the lower spatial resolution, even though Chania represents the most homogeneous
urban landscape with rather large structures.
Table 2 shows the classification accuracies obtained with separate train and test subsets of 500
pixels each. The subsets are generated by drawing without replacement from the 2,500-pixel reference set, however, under the condition of a maximally allowed uncertainty level (see Section
Reference data collection). A UNC0 set, whether it is for training or testing, is a random subsample
of only those cases with a UNC0 annotation. A UNC1 set is a random subset of all cases with a
UNC0 or UNC1 annotation. Accordingly, a UNC2 set is created by randomly drawing from all 2,500
pixels, irrespective of the annotation. For each constellation, the procedure of subsampling and RF
classification is ten times repeated in order to account for variances in the data. Table 2 summariz-
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es the multiple trials by providing the mean and the standard deviations (sd) of recorded MPU results.

Figure 2: Distribution of uncertain information in data samples (see Table 1 for dataset aliases).
Table 2: Effects of uncertain information in the train and test set on Random Forest performance.
MPU are obtained by averaging from ten independent trials; sd denotes standard deviations.
Dataset: WV-SR

Dataset: AI-SP

test data

UNC0

UNC1

UNC2

test data

train data

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

UNC0

0.91

0.02

0.90

0.02

0.90

0.02

UNC0

UNC1

0.91

0.03

0.89

0.03

0.89

0.03

UNC2

0.90

0.02

0.89

0.03

0.89

0.03

Dataset: IK-CH

UNC0

train data MPU

UNC1

UNC2

sd

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

0.81

0.02

0.78

0.04

0.78

0.02

UNC1

0.82

0.03

0.79

0.03

0.79

0.03

UNC2

0.80

0.03

0.80

0.03

0.79

0.03

Dataset: WV-SP

test data

UNC0

UNC1

UNC2

test data

train data

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

UNC0

0.82

0.04

0.75

0.07

0.72

0.10

UNC0

UNC1

0.82

0.03

0.80

0.02

0.76

0.05

UNC2

0.81

0.03

0.79

0.05

0.77

0.03

UNC0

train data MPU

UNC1

UNC2

sd

MPU

sd

MPU

sd

0.89

0.02

0.85

0.02

0.81

0.02

UNC1

0.88

0.02

0.87

0.03

0.82

0.02

UNC2

0.84

0.02

0.83

0.02

0.81

0.08

With respect to the four application cases, the accuracy values indicate different responses to the
intrusion of vague information. The WV-SR case shows good and stable results across all settings.
On the contrary, much stronger effects can be observed for the application cases IK-CH, AI-SP
and WV-SP, where the intrusion of uncertainty in the test sets clearly invokes lower values. However, this tendency can be counteracted by using the uncertain information also in the training
stage. For example, testing the IK-CH case with a UNC2 sample, the UNC2 train sets lead to stable MPU values around 0.81 (0.03 sd) while UNC0 produced unstable results (0.10 sd) around
0.72.
Generally, it can be noted that training with a limited degree of uncertain information (UNC1) does
not deteriorate results if testing against UNC0 and UNC1 sets. However, if one prefers validation
with a spatially independent test set (UNC2), the critical, vague cases deliver the crucial decision
boundaries of the model, which outweighs the presence of mislabelled cases. The question as to
which kind of test data is trusted most can be discussed controversially (42). When estimating the
classifier’s accuracy, UNC2 test sets provide a spatially independent distribution, however – being
highly erroneous themselves – very pessimistic estimates. On the contrary, estimates based on
UNC0 test sets are optimistic, because critical image regions are excluded from evaluation. Finally,
the choice depends on the application and subsequent use of the product (42). For our work we
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prefer an exclusion of uncertain cases. Therefore, analysis steps described in the following sections are based on UNC0 data.
Evaluation of feature sets
In this section, we compare the performances of the object and pixel domain and investigate, if
combining both can improve the results. For each feature set (PX, OB and CO), the out-of-bag
MPU values of 20 independent trials (ensuring a random permutation of train and out-of-bag data
for each tree) are recorded. The results are shown in Figure 3, from which it becomes clear that
the OB set outperforms the PX set. Moreover, on all four application cases, using the complete set
(CO) leads to further improvement, even if marginal. Comparing the performances across the four
application cases shows that both 8-band datasets produce better and, in case of the PX sets, also
more stable results.
In general, the results indicate that the complementary use of the pixel and object domains, realized within one single system, brings added value.

Figure 3: Performance comparison of three feature sets: per-pixel spectral values (PX); objectbased features (OB); and the complete set (CO) which combines PX and OB.
Sample size and dimensionality
A high number of features can, on the one hand, increase inter-class separability, but on the other
hand degrade accuracies due to the so-called curse of dimensionality – also referred to as Hughes
phenomenon (43) – which is related to the number of available training cases (44).
Based on the results of the previous section, we advocate the synergetic use of the pixel and the
object domains, but it remains an open question, whether better subspaces exist within CO. In other words, it is to investigate if redundant or irrelevant features need to be discarded in order to ob-
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tain an optimized CO feature set for better results. Therefore, the response of the classifier to both
training set size and dimensionality is of interest. Within a nested loop, dimensionality and training
set size are stepwise increased:
1. RF-based feature ranking (ranks from j = 1 to J); J = total number of features
2. For i = 1 to 100 (logarithmic spaced sequence)
a. For j = 1 to J (logarithmic spaced sequence)
i. Draw i % of the reference pixels
ii. Select j top-ranked features
iii. Construct RFij model
Figure 4 shows the interrelationship of classifier performance, training set size and dimensionality.
While it is not surprising that higher train set sizes generally increase accuracies, it can be noted
that high dimensionality has no significant negative effects, irrespective of the training set size.
Considering that added features become weaker (less predictive or more inter-correlated) with
increasing dimensionality, declining performance towards the right border of the plots in Figure 4
could be expected. As this is not the case even for small training sets, the Hughes phenomenon
does not apply to our experimental settings.

Figure 4: Dependency of RF performance (MPU) on dimensionality (number of features) and training set size.
The requirements for training set size strongly vary across the four application cases. For both 3band datasets it can be expected that increasing the sample size beyond the amount available for
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this study could further improve the results, while for both 8-band datasets accuracies seem to
saturate with smaller sample proportions (about a quarter for WV-SR and about half for WV-SP).
Table 3 shows the error matrices obtained on a trial using all features (CO) and 100% of the UNC0
sample for training (an example map product for the WV-SR dataset is shown in Figure 5). While
the swimming pools are well discriminated on all datasets, the turf grass class shows high confusion rates (i.e., low producer and user accuracies) for the 3-band datasets.
Table 3: Out-of-bag confusion matrices, per-class producer and user accuracies, and MPU values
(dark cells), obtained using all features and full UNC0 training set.
WV-SR

IK-CH

cla/ref

turf

non-turf non-pool pool

user

turf

144

3

0

0

non-turf

3

588

1

non-pool 0

1

pool

0

0

producer 0.980 0.993

turf

non-turf non-pool pool

user

0.980 turf

12

4

8

0
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Figure 5: Classification map of the WorldView-2 San Roque dataset (WV-SR) using the complete
feature set (CO) and the UNC0 reference data.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated methodological aspects for the automated mapping of Mediterranean
urban landscape elements with relevance to water consumption studies. An integrative approach
was presented which combines spectral per-pixel features and object features derived from multiple segmentation levels, thereby clearly improving the prediction accuracy of the classification
models induced by the RF algorithm. Comparing the results across the four datasets revealed significant differences in terms of map accuracy, training data requirements and the amount of ambiguous or non-interpretable pixels. It is remarkable that significant differences can be observed
even for the WV-SR and WV-SP application cases, i.e., datasets from the same sensor
(WorldView-2). Thus, apart from spatial and spectral resolution, further aspects need to be considered for the mapping of features like pools and turf grass. Possibly, the worse results of WV-SP
can be attributed to the unfavourable acquisition date (February, cp. Table 1) which entails a low
sun elevation angle and hence increased shadowing. Furthermore, turf grass of private gardens
can be best discriminated from shrub/tree vegetation when maintained and irrigated, as it is predominantly the case in the summer season. The IKONOS image generally produced worst results
even though Chania represented the least heterogeneous urban structure among the study areas.
Presumably, a combination of relatively low resolution (1 m) and three visible bands is not enough
to obtain reliable results. Generally, the results indicate that the combination of high spatial resolution and relatively high spectral resolution, as is the case with WorldView-2, has great potential for
accurate and detailed mapping of even small urban structures like private gardens and enables
tree/shrub- and turf grass-dominated patches to be discriminated. With favourable image quality it
is also possible to reduce the required amount of labelled reference data which are typically difficult
or costly to obtain and which often constitute the limiting factor in operational applications of remote sensing-based thematic mapping. Overall, this approach confirms the assumption of Mathieu
et al. (18) who mapped private gardens in a low-density residential area, but achieved less thematic granularity in the separation of trees/shrubs and turf grass while requiring considerable efforts for
manual intervention at the same time. Hence, they suggested sub-meter resolution imagery, arguing that this can better resolve the landscape elements of interest and, furthermore, add value by
textural features.
From an urban resource management point of view, the automated mapping approach presented
here derives spatial information that is relevant to a broad range of scientific, planning, and management issues in urban areas. Mapping the number and surface area of swimming pools, the
extent, distribution, density and design of urban green spaces and gardens is a first step in assessing and comparing the metabolism of these new urban landscapes with respect to water consumption. Making inventory of water-related outdoor infrastructure is a prerequisite for assessing
landscape water demand in follow-up research. For example, a Spanish study inventoried the total
household landscape area and the area occupied by turf, trees and shrubs manually from aerial
photographs and used a method based on reference evapotranspiration to estimate net landscape
irrigation requirements. By analysing water billing records and taking advantage of dual measurements of water supply (separate indoor and irrigation water metering), actual irrigation and net irrigation requirements were compared to assess the level of overirrigation in private household gardens (45). The image analysis approach presented here provides synoptical data on water-related
outdoor infrastructure from automated mapping. Ultimately, such geographical research delivers
information for decision support and improved water management. While this paper has focused
on the Mediterranean region, the methodological approach is transferable to all urban contexts
where new landscapes of water consumption evolve.
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